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Abstract. Feature selection is a crucial activity when knowledge discovery is 
applied to very large databases, as it reduces dimensionality and therefore the 
complexity of the problem. Its main objective is to eliminate attributes to obtain a 
computationally tractable problem, without  affecting the quality of the solution.  
To perform feature selection, several methods have been proposed, some of them 
tested over small academic datasets. In this paper we evaluate different feature 
selection-ranking methods over a very large real world database related with a 
Mexican electric energy client-invoice system.  Most of the research on feature 
selection methods only evaluates accuracy and processing time; here we also 
report on the amount of discovered knowledge and stress the  issue around the 
boundary that  separates relevant and irrelevant features. The evaluation was done 
using Elvira and Weka tools, which integrate and implement state of the art data 
mining algorithms. Finally, we propose a promising feature selection heuristic 
based on the experiments performed. 

 
 
1 Introduction 
 
Data mining is mainly applied to large amounts of stored data to look for the implicit 
knowledge hidden within this information. In other words, it looks for tendencies or 
patterns of behavior that allow to improve actual organizational procedures of marketing 
research, production, operation, maintenance, invoicing and others. To take advantage of 
the enormous amount information currently available in many databases, algorithms and 
tools specialized in the automatic discovery of hidden knowledge within this information 
have been developed; this process of non-trivial extraction of relevant information that is 
implicit in the data is known as Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), where the 
data mining phase plays a central role in this process [1].  

It has been noted, however, that when very large databases are going to get mined, the 
mining algorithms get very slow, requiring too much time to process the information and 
sometimes making the problem intractable. One way to attack this problem is to reduce 
the amount of data before applying the mining process [2]. In particular, the pre-
processing method of feature selection applied to the data before mining has shown to be 
successful, because it eliminates the irrelevant or redundant attributes that cause the 
mining tools to become inefficient, but preserving the classification quality of the mining 
algorithm. Sometimes the percentage of instances correctly classified gets even higher 



when using feature selection, because the data to mine are free of noise or data that cause 
that the mining tool to generate overfitted models [3]. 

In general, wrapper and filter methods have been applied to feature selection. Wrapper 
methods, although effective to eliminate irrelevant and redundant attributes, are very slow 
because they apply the mining algorithm many times, changing the number of attributes 
each execution time, as they follow some search and stop criteria [4]. Filter methods are 
more efficient using existing techniques such as decision trees algorithms, neuronal 
networks, nearest neighborhood, etc., that take into account dependencies between 
attributes. Another technique, called ranking method, uses some type of information gain 
measurement between individual attributes and the class, and it is very efficient [5]; 
however, because it measures the relevance of each isolated attribute, they cannot detect if 
redundant attributes exist, or if a combination of two attributes, apparently irrelevant 
when analyzed independently, can be transformed into relevant [6].  

On the other hand, CFE (Federal Commission of Electricity in Mexico) faces the 
problem to accurately detecting customers that illicitly use energy, and consequently to 
reduce the losses due to this concept. At present time, a lot of historical information is 
stored in the Commercial System (SICOM), whose database was developed and it is 
maintained by CFE. SICOM was created mainly to register the users contract information, 
and the invoicing and collection data; this database has several years of operation and has 
a great amount of accumulated data (millions of records). 

To make feasible the mining of this large database, in an effective and efficient way, in 
this paper we present an evaluation of different filter-ranking methods for supervised 
learning. The evaluation takes into account not only the classification quality and the 
processing time obtained after the filter application of each ranking method, but also it 
considers the discovered knowledge size, which, the smaller, the easier to interpret.  

Also the boundary selection topic to determine which attributes must be considered 
relevant and which irrelevant is approached, since the ranking methods by themselves do 
not give this information, this decision is left without criterion. We propose an extension, 
simple to apply, that allows unifying the criterion for the attributes boundary in the 
different evaluated ranking methods.  

Finally, based on the experimentation results, we propose a heuristic that looks for the 
efficient combination of ranking methods with the effectiveness of the wrapper methods. 
Although our work focuses on the SICOM data, the lessons learned can be applied to 
other real world databases with similar problems.  
 
 
2 Related work 
 
The emergence of Very Large Databases (VLDB) leads to new challenges that the mining 
algorithms of the 90´s are incapable to attack efficiently. This is why new specialized 
mining algorithms for VLDB are required. According to [7], from the point of view of the 
mining algorithms, the main lines to deal with VLDB (scaling up algorithms) are: a) to 
design fast algorithms, optimizing searches, reducing complexity, finding approximate 



solutions, or using parallelism; b) to divide the data based on the variables involved or the 
number of examples; and c) to use relational representations instead of a single table. 

In particular, these new approaches in turn give origin to Data Reduction or 
Dimensional Reduction. Data Reduction tries to eliminate variables, attributes or 
instances that do not contribute information (or they do not contribute much information) 
to the KDD process, or to group the values that a variable can take (discretizing). These 
methods are generally applied before the actual mining is performed. Although in the 90´s 
the pre-processing was minimum, and almost all the discovery work was left to the 
mining algorithm, every day we see more and more Data Pre-processing activities. This 
pre-processing allows the mining algorithm to do its work more efficiently (faster) and 
effectively (better quality).  

In fact, the specialized literature mentions the curse of dimensionality, referring to the 
fact that the processing time of many induction methods grows dramatically (sometimes 
exponentially) with the number of attributes. Searching for improvements on VLDB 
processing power (necessary with tens of attributes and hundreds of thousands of 
instances), two main groups of methods have appeared: wrappers and  filters. 

The wrapper methods basic approach is to use the same induction algorithm to select 
the relevant variables and then to execute the classification task or mining process. The 
mining algorithm executes as many times as it changes the number of attributes for each 
run. With a 100 attribute dataset the total number of possible states and runs would reach 
1.26 X 1030, which tells us that to use an exhaustive method is out of consideration, except 
for databases with very few attributes. 

On the other hand, filter methods use algorithms that are independent to the mining 
algorithm and they are executed previous to the mining step. Among filter methods are 
those algorithms for relevant variable selection, generally called feature selection, and the 
instance sampling methods, also known as sub sampling algorithms [8]. 

A great variety of filter methods exist for feature selection. Some authors consider the 
ID3 algorithm [9] (and its extensions) as one of the first proposed approaches to filter, 
even so ID3 is more used as a mining algorithm. Among the pioneering filter methods and 
very much cited are FOCUS [10], that makes an exhaustive search of all the possible 
attribute subgroups, but this is only appropriate for problems with few attributes, and 
RELIEF [11] that has the disadvantage of not being able to detect redundant attributes. 

Koller [12] uses a distance metric called cross-entropy or KL-distance, that compares 
two probability distributions and indicates the error, or distances, among them, and 
obtains around 50% reduction on the number of attributes, maintaining the quality of 
classification and being able to significantly reduce processing times (for example, from 
15 hours of a wrapper scheme application, to 15 minutes for the proposed algorithm). The 
final result is “sub optimal” because it assumes independence between attributes, which it 
is not always true. Piramuthu [6] evaluates 10 different measures for the attribute-class 
distance, using Sequential Forward Search (SFS) that includes the best attributes selected 
by each measure into a subset, such that the final result is a “better” attribute subset than 
the individual groups proposed by each method. However, the results are not compared 
with the original attribute set, and so it is not possible to conclude anything about the 



effectiveness of each measure, and although SFS manages to reduce the search space, 
multiple mining algorithm runs varying the attribute subsets are necessary to validate the 
scheme, and this is computationally expensive. 

SOAP is a method that operates only on numerical attributes [13] and has a low 
computational cost; it counts the number of times the class value changes with respect to 
an attribute whose values have been sorted into ascending order. SOAP reduces the 
number of attributes as compared to other methods; nevertheless it does not handle 
discrete attributes and the user has to supply the number of attributes that will be used in 
the final subset. Another filter scheme, SAPPP [5], handles continuous and discrete 
attributes; initially SAPPP selects an attribute subset and each time that increases the 
number of attributes uses a decision tree construction algorithm to evaluate if the added 
attributes in the subset are more relevant with respect to the previous tree. It verifies if 
they affect the classification quality (accuracy) and if they do not affect it, they are 
discarded (because they are irrelevant) and the process stops. A 30% reduction in 
processing time was obtained, maintaining the classification accuracy. In spite of 
everything, work must be done to solve how many instances to use at the beginning and 
the increment selection for each step. 

Molina [14] tried to characterize 10 different methods to select attributes by measuring 
the impact of redundant and irrelevant attributes, as well as of the number of instances. 
Significant differences could not be obtained, and it was observed that, in general, the 
results of the different methods depended on the data being used. Stoppiglia [15] proposes 
to introduce an additional random variable to the database, such that, after the attribute 
ranking time, all those variables that obtained less scores than the random variable, will be 
considered irrelevant. This criterion represents an alternative to the statistical Fisher´s test. 
The results show that the method obtains a good attributes selection, comparable to other 
techniques. This method is attractive because of simplicity, although more experiments 
are needed to prove its effectiveness, for example, it could be that most of the time the 
random variable manages only to eliminate or discriminate very few attributes (or none), 
so that the power to select attributes would be reduced. In section 4.3, we will explore this 
and other subjects. 

Other proposals for feature selection explore the use of neural networks, fuzzy logic, 
genetic algorithms, and support vector machines [3], but they are computationally 
expensive. In general, it is observed that the methods that have been proposed: a) are 
verified with small, academic or simulated databases; b) obtain results that vary with the 
domain of the application; c) obtain greater quality of the result applying greater 
computational cost; d) depend on suitable tuning; and e) they do not evaluate the size of 
the extracted knowledge, which is a key factor to understand the phenomenon underlying 
the data. 
 
3 The application domain 
 
One the main CFE functions is to distribute to the costumers the electrical energy 
produced in the different generating plants in Mexico. Related to distribution, CFE faces 



different problems that prevent it to recover certain amount of “lost income” from the 
100% of the total energy for sale. At present CFE loses approximately 21% of the energy 
for distribution. These losses are mainly due to two kinds of problems: a) technical, and b) 
administrative. The technical energy losses are usually in the range of 10% and a great 
investment in new technologies would be needed in the distribution equipment to be able 
to reduce this percentage. The other 11% of the losses are due to administrative control 
problems, and they are classified in three categories of anomalies: a) invoicing errors, b) 
measurement errors, and c) illicit energy use or fraud. The first two have a minimum 
percentage impact so the big problem is the illicit use of energy, that is to say, people who 
steal the energy and therefore they do not pay for it. 

CFE has faced this problem applying different actions (as to increase the frequency of 
measurement equipment readings of suspect customers, or to install equipment for 
automatic readings) and has managed to reduce the percentage due to illicit use losses, 
which represents a recovery of several million dollars. Since the problem has not been 
completely solved, it is important to attack it with other technologies and actions, using a 
knowledge discovery approach based on data mining to obtain patterns of behavior of the 
illicit customers. This alternative solution does not require a great deal of investment and 
it has been proven to be effective in similar cases, like credit card fraud detection [16]. 

The subject information to analyze is a sample of the SICOM database, a legacy system 
developed with the COBOL language, it contains around twenty tables with information 
about contracts, invoicing, and collection from customers across the nation. This system 
was not designed with the illicit users discovery in mind; nevertheless, it contains a field 
called debit-type in which a record is made if the debit is due to illicit use of energy. After 
joining three tables, including the one that has the debit-type field, a “mine” with 35,983 
instances was obtained with the following attributes: Permanent customer registry (RPU), 
Year, Month, debit-type, Digit, kWh, Energy, Cve-invoicing, Total, Status, Turn, Tariff, 
Name, Installed-load, Contract-load, and others that altogether add up to 21 attributes. 
One of the values that the attribute debit-type can be assigned is “9”, which indicates an 
illicit use, and it is our class attribute. Various experiments were executed with this 
database to evaluate the different ranking methods as described next. 
 
4 Evaluating ranking methods 
 
4.1 Measuring the attributes degree of relevance  
 
The application of filter-ranking methods to select features of a VLDB is adequate due to 
its low computational cost. We use Elvira [17] and Weka [18] tools, since they provide 
suitable and updated platforms for the easy execution of multiple experiments in a PC 
environment. In the presentation of the experiments the processing time has been left out 
because it was always very small, for example, Elvira obtains, in less of a second, the 
Mutual Information distance to measure the relevance of 21 attributes using 35,983 
instances. The result is shown in the left column of Table 1.  
 



Table 1. Ranking using Elvira (Mutual Information distance)   
Traditional Ranking Ranking with three random variables 
 
 fctura                 0.09097299304149882       
 status                 0.06121332572180206       
 kwEen               0.051186334426340505      
 cCEto                0.045967636246832214      
 kwMen              0.0443061751909163        
 toMkw               0.04376718990743937       
 enrgia                 0.04325196857770465       
 kwMcI               0.04308595013830481       
 toMcI                 0.04302669641028058       
 kwh                    0.04259503495345594       
 total                    0.042438776707532586      
 mes                     0.04204718796227498       
 toMcC                0.04163309856095569       
 cIEen                  0.038549970847028533      
 toMen                 0.03831938680147813       
 cgInst                  0.036173176514204305      
 cgCont                 0.034291607355202744     
 cIMcC                 0.02679884377613058       
 anio                     0.004512035977610684      
 tarifa                  0.0010537446951081608     
 digito                  7.321404042019974E-4      

 
fctura                    0.09097299304149882       
 status                    0.06121332572180206       
 kwEen                  0.051186334426340505      
 cCEto                   0.045967636246832214      
 RAND3         0.04450328124055651       
 kwMen                 0.0443061751909163        
 toMkw                 0.04376718990743937       
 enrgia                   0.04325196857770465       
 kwMcI                 0.04308595013830481       
 toMcI                   0.04302669641028058       
 RAND2         0.04295118668801855       
 kwh                      0.04259503495345594       
 total                     0.042438776707532586      
 mes                      0.04204718796227498       
 toMcC                 0.04163309856095569       
 RAND1         0.04031876955965204       
 cIEen                   0.038549970847028533      
 toMen                  0.03831938680147813       
 cgInst                   0.036173176514204305      
 cgCont                 0.034291607355202744      
 cIMcC                  0.02679884377613058       
 anio                      0.004512035977610684      
 tarifa                    0.0010537446951081608     
 digito                   7.321404042019974E-4    

 
 
Although in this case the attributes appear ordered according to their relevance, we lack of 
a uniform criterion to decide which attributes to select. We used the Stoppiglia criterion 
[15], but modifying it as follows: instead of using a single random variable, we added 
three, to observe how the ranking method maintains together, or not, the random variables 
in the set of ranked attributes, avoiding a possible bias introduced to the result by a single 
random variable, that in fact is a computational pseudo-random variable. The obtained 
result is shown in the right column of Table 1, where variables RAND3, 2 and 1 are the 
boundaries of the four subsets of attributes.  

Following the same procedure, we applied different ranking methods to the database (a 
detailed explanation of the used “distances” can be found in [6] and [14]); the results are 
shown in Table 2. Also, the methods: Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Information 
Gain, Gain Ratio and Symmetrical were explored, and they produced similar results as 
Chi-Square, which means that they did not obtain a significant reduction on the number of 
attributes. From Table 2 we observe that, although some ranking methods agree in the 
selection of some attributes, in general, each method produces different attribute ordering, 
including the position for the three random variables. (This is a very interesting result, as 
we will see in Table 3). 
 
 



 
Table 2. Application of different ranking measures 

Euclidean 
distance 

Matusita 
distance 

Kullback- 
Leibler 1 

Kullback- 
Leibler 2 

Shannon 
entropy 

Bhatta- 
charyya 

Relief OneR Chi-
Square 

 
fctura 
mes 

cIMcC 
anio 

RAND3 
tarifa 
digito 
status 

RAND2 
cIEen 
cgInst 
cgCont 
RAND1 
cCEto 
toMcC 
kwMcI 
toMkw 
toMen 
kwMen 
toMcI 
kwEen 
total 

enrgia 
kwh 

 
fctura 
kwEen 
kwMen 
RAND3 

status 
cCEto 
toMkw 
enrgia 
toMcI 
total 

kwMcI 
RAND2 

kwh 
toMcC 

RAND1 
toMen 

mes 
cIEen 
cgInst 
cgCont 
cIMcC 

anio 
tarifa 
digito 

 
fctura 
status 
kwEen 
cCEto 

RAND3 
kwMen 
toMkw 
enrgia 
kwMcI 
toMcI 

RAND2 
kwh 
total 
mes 

toMcC 
RAND1 

cIEen 
toMen 
cgInst 
cgCont 
cIMcC 

anio 
tarifa 
digito 

 
fctura 
mes 

status 
cgInst 
cgCont 
cCEto 
cIMcC 

anio 
kwEen 

RAND2 
RAND3 
toMkw 

kwh 
kwMen 
cIEen 
enrgia 
total 

kwMcI 
RAND1 

tarifa 
digito 
toMcC 
toMcI 
toMen 

 
kwh 

enrgia 
total 
tarifa 
cgInst 
cgCont 
kwEen 
toMcI 

kwMen 
toMen 
toMkw 
kwMcI 
toMcC 
cCEto 
cIEen 
status 
cIMcC 

anio 
RAND2 
RAND1 
RAND3 
digito 
mes 

fctura 
 

 
kwEen 
fctura 

kwMen 
RAND3 
toMkw 
toMcI 
enrgia 
cCEto 
total 

RAND2 
kwMcI 
toMcC 

RAND1 
kwh 

toMen 
mes 

status 
cIEen 
cgInst 
cgCont 
cIMcC 

anio 
tarifa 
digito 

 
anio 
mes 

factra 
digito 

RAND3 
RAND2 
RAND1 

status 
cgInst 
tarifa 

cgCont 
cCEto 
cIEen 
cIMcC 
kwEen 
toMen 
total 

toMcC 
toMcI 
kwh 

kwMcI 
kwMen 
toMkw 
enrgia 

 

 
factra 
status 
anio 
tarifa 
digito 
mes 

cIMcC 
cgCont 
cgInst 

RAND1 
toMkw 
RAND2 
cCEto 
kwh 

toMcI 
RAND3 

total 
toMen 
kwEen 
enrgia 

kwMen 
cIEen 

kwMcI 
toMcC 

 
factra 
status 
mes 

kwEen 
kwMcI 

kwh 
toMcI 
toMcC 
total 

toMen 
enrgia 

kwMen 
toMkw 
cCEto 
cIEen 
cgInst 
cgCont 

anio 
cIMcC 
tarifa 

RAND2 
RAND3 
RAND1 
digito 

 
 
4.2 Performance Evaluation of the methods  
 
In order to evaluate the methods, we applied the J4.8 tree induction classifier (the Weka 
implementation of the last public version of C4.5) to the database ”projected” on the 
attributes selected by each method. Table 3 shows the results. In all the cases, we always 
used the Weka’s default parameters and the attributes of the first subset identified by the 
appearance of the first random variable (in section 4.3 we analyze this in more detail). The 
feature reduction column measures the number of attributes selected against the total 
number of attributes. The processing time is expressed in relation to the time required to 
obtain a tree that includes all the attributes of the database (complete case). The size of the 
discovered knowledge is measured by the number of leaves and the number of nodes of 
the induced tree. The classification quality appears as the percentage of instances correctly 
classified using the training data (accuracy) and also using a 10-fold cross validation test. 
A column is included that considers cost-benefit that it would be obtained if the 
discovered knowledge were applied by the organization, and assuming that each 
inspection has a cost of –2.5 units and that the obtained benefit of a correct prediction of 



an illicit is of +97.5 units. The reported cost-benefit corresponds to the application of the 
above mentioned 10-fold cross validation test and it is calculated considering that the 
complete case obtains a 1000 units of benefit, and the results of the other methods are 
normalized with respect to the complete case.  
 
 

Table 3. Evaluating ranking methods by inducing J4.8 trees 
Method Feature 

reduction 
Time Leaves / 

Nodes 
Acc train / 

test 
Cost-benefit 

(test) 
 

Complete case 
 

0 
 

100 
 

21 / 41 
 

98.41 / 97.25 
 

1000 

Mutual Information 0.80 12 5 / 9 90.86 / 90.10 444 

Euclidean distance 0.80 11 3 / 5 93.89 / 93.89 520 

Matusita distance 0.86 8 2 / 3 90.58 / 90.21 507 

Kullback-Leibler 1 0.80 11 5 / 9 90.86 / 90.10 444 

Kullback-Leibler 2 0.57 14 17 / 33 98.26 / 97.50 1001 

Shannon entropy 0.14 92 23 / 45 95.52 / 93.71 876 

Bhattacharyya 0.86 9 2 / 3 90.18 / 90.21 507 

Relief 0.80 12 + 9721 3 / 5 93.89 / 93.89 520 

OneR 0.57 15 12 / 23 96.64 / 95.95 892 

 
 

In Table 3, we observe that most of the methods obtain a reduction of the number of 
attributes greater than 0.50 and reduce the mining algorithm processing time in an order of 
magnitude; a special case is Relief, that unlike the other methods whose processing time is 
small, Relief requires a proportion of time 9721 times greater than the time required to 
induce the tree by using all the attributes. With respect to the size of the discovered 
knowledge it is observed that almost all the methods produce trees smaller than the 
complete case. On the other hand, although apparently all the methods do not affect too 
much on the accuracy of the discovered knowledge, the cost-benefit column highlights 
those methods that better impact on the prediction of the illicit energy use patterns.  

 
4.3 Combination of ranking and wrapper methods 
 
Although the ranking methods are very efficient, they have a flaw in that they do not take 
into account the possible interdependences between attributes. Observing the obtained 
results mention above, we propose a heuristic that looks for to overcome such a 
deficiency, combining the efficiency of the ranking methods, with the effectiveness of the 
wrapper methods. The heuristic involves the induction of a number of decision trees 
considering all subsets of attributes that a method produces (the subsets appear limited by 
the three random variables in Table 2). Applying the previous idea, we can observe, in a 



computationally economic way, if some combination of attributes exists in the subsets that 
improves the obtained results as compared when using only the first attribute subset. For 
example, the application of KL-2 with three random variables produces three subsets. The 
induction trees produced by J4.8 using the three subsets and a combination of these 
subsets are shown in Table 4. It is observed that, for this case, it does not exist a 
combination that significantly improves the results of the first subset, and this is why we 
can conclude that we have found a good solution, one that manages to reduce to the 
processing time and the knowledge size, without affecting the tree quality of prediction.  
 
 

Table 4. Using feature subsets to induce J4.8 trees 
Feature subsets Feature 

reduction 
Time Leaves / 

Nodes 
Acc train / 

test 
Cost-benefit 

(Test) 
 

 begin – RAND2 
 

0.57 
 

14 
 

17 / 33 
 

98.26 / 97.50 
 

1001 

RAND3–RAND1 0.66 12 1 / 1 79.42 / 79.45 -910 

RAND1-end 0.76 11 1 / 1 79.42 / 79.42 -913 

begin-RAND1 0.23 16 17 / 33 98.26 / 97.43 1001 

RAND3-end 0.42 18 1 / 1 79.42 / 79.45 -910 

begin-RAND2/RAND1-end 0.33 17 21 / 41 98.41 / 97.18 992 

 
 
5 Conclusions and future work 
 
The feature selection ranking methods are very efficient because they only need to 
calculate the relevance of each isolated attribute to predict the class attribute. The 
disadvantages of these methods are that no uniform criterion is provided to decide which 
attributes are more relevant than others, and that no mechanism is included to detect the 
possible interdependences between attributes. In this article the integration of three 
random variables to the database is proposed to avoid a possible bias introduced to the 
result if a single random variable is used. We observed that, although some ranking 
methods agree in the selection of some attributes, in general, each method produces 
different attribute ordering, including the position for the three random variables. This is a 
very interesting result. The three variables serve as subset boundaries and help to decide 
which attributes to select. Also, we propose to analyze the possible interdependences 
between attributes using the induction trees constructed on these subsets. These ideas have 
been proven to be successful in a real world electrical energy customer-invoice database. 
In the future these ideas are going to be applied to other databases and classifiers. In 
particular we are going to perform more sumulations using the inclusion of multiple 
random variables to observe its utility like criterion within the feature selection area.  
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